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In-flight recoil separators at JYFL



  

In-flight recoil separators at JYFL

RITU

MARA

RITU gas-filled separator:
● Filled with helium (typically 0.5 – 1.5 mbar)
● Transmission independent of original charge state 

and kinetic energy
● Asymmetric angular acceptance (±25)x(±85) mrad2

● Good for asymmetric fusion reactions (a beam lighter 
than a target)

● Ideal for transactinides

MARA vacuum mode separator:
● Symmetric angular acceptance (±50)x(±50) mrad2

● Products are physically separated along their m/q 
values (typical mass resolving power: 150–200)

● Highly abundant neighboring masses can be cut 
down with mass slits.

● Good also for symmetric reaction and inverse 
kinematics



  

In-flight recoil separators at JYFL

The separators have their target positions parallel and the Ge-array can be moved 
between separators without rebiasing.

RITU

MARA



  

RITU has not been used for a 
while. Restart of RITU 
experiments will take place on 
early 2022.

Control of valvels and magnets 
are moved to main control 
system (as in MARA).

New target chamber for decay 
experiments is under a 
construction. Copy of one at 
MARA. JYTube is optional.

New focal plane, very similar 
to MARA has been 
constructed.

In-flight recoil separators at JYFL: RITU

Holder ladder 
for the carbon 
reset foil

To RITU/
MARA

JYTube: Veto detector 
for charged evaporated 
particles

Holder ladder for 
degrader foils

Rotatable wheel 
for three rotatable
target holders

Beam from
K130



  

New focal plane at RITU. Same 
design as MARA focal plane 
has.

Using Micron BB20 DSSDs 
(128x48 mm2, 0.67 mm strip 
pitch). 

Recoil detection with MWPC 
and DSSD (E-ToF).

Punch through detectors behind the DSSD for 
light particle veto. 

Position sensitive beta detector, Tuike, for 
beta decay tagging experiments.

Efficient Ge setup with three large BEGe 
detectors and one clover. 

In-flight recoil separators at JYFL: Focal planes
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Common DAQ for both 
separators and detectors



  

In-flight recoil separators at JYFL: MARA

MARA has been used in tens 
of experiments in recent years.

Most of the experiments has 
been in-beam experiments.

Several new isotopes 
identified at the proton drip line 
around A~170 and A~140 in 
decay experiments.

Many successfull experiments 
around N~Z line using new 
plastic scintillator Tuike at the 
focal plane and JYTube at the 
target in addition to normal 
Jurogam+MARA+FP setup.

MARA has been also used to separate heavier fusion 
products, heaviest being 211/213Ac [more by K. Auranen 
later today]. 

In most of the cases RITU is more suitable for nuclear 
structure studies of (trans)actinides. However,
● SAGE experiments seeking for prompt conversion 

electrons benefit of MARA [later this talk] and
● charge plunger experiments requires a vacuum mode 

separator for q-state identification [later this talk]. 



  

SAGE – electron spectrometer at the target area



  

SAGE Spectrometer for prompt conversion electrons

MARA
Jurogam 
Ge array

SAGE

Solenoidal B-field 
transports conversion 
electrons from the target 
to the cooled Si-detector. 

HV-barrier shields for 
delta electrons.

Jurogam and SAGE can be used 
simultaneously!
→ Electron – gamma – 
coincidences!



  

SAGE Spectrometer for prompt conversion electrons: 196Po

Figure: Prompt electrons and 
gammas followed by 196Po 
alpha decay at the MARA focal 
plane few weeks ago.

There is a 0+→0+ candidate.

Reaction: 165Ho(35Cl,4n)196Po



  

Charge Plunger for lifetime measurements



  

Emission of a conversion electron causes a prompt Auger cascade and the atom 
ends up to a high charge state. This anomalous charge state can be reset with a C-
foil. The intensity ratio of normal and high charge states depends on the lifetime and 
the adjustable distance between the target and the reset foil. The lifetime of a 
converted decay can be calculated from the distance and the ratio.

Charge Plunger for lifetime measurements: principle



  

Charge Plunger for lifetime measurements: 178Pt

Charge distribution was scanned and charge states selected to 
represent LOW (17) and HIGH (25) charge states.

Gated with 4+→2+



  

Charge Plunger for lifetime measurements: 178Pt

2+ lifetime of 430 ps was obtained with Differential Decay 
Curve Method (DDCM) and Two-state Bateman equation. 

Result agrees well with the earlier litterature values. 



  

J.Heery at al.:

Advantages:
● Lifetime measurements of states with a converted de-

excitation

Challenges:
● Multiple conversions after the recoil has come out from a 

target → Charge state distribution consists of more than two 
components

● Feeding gammas might be important to see→smaller 
statistics

● Fragmentation of recoils to two or more charge state 
components → less statistics 

Charge Plunger for lifetime measurements: Conclusions



  

Towards higher intensities from K130



  

Towards higher intensities from K130 – central region update

The transmission of the K130 is up to few percents or less. 
Beam line transmission is about 50 %. A conservative total 
transmission to a target is ~ 1%. 

After careful tuning it should be possible to get close to 1 
particle uA beam of Ar to the target.

The new ECR ion source HIISI can 
give 5 – 10 times more beam. 
However, the emittance of the heavy 
ion beams before the K130 is 
increases due to the space charge 
and higher B-field of HIISI. → No 
gain from HIISI.

These problems can be avoided by 
increasing the acceleration voltage 
before K130. A new central region 
part for K130, allowing the increase 
of the voltage, has been constructed 
but not tested yet.

New central region part
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Real problem: the commercial activity cannot use this new 
central region → laborous change of central region needed 
often. 
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- Non-fusion studies
- Alpha-particle (proton) decay studies, sub-uranium region

- At and beyond the proton-drip line
- Decay studies, transuranium region
- Outlook







65Cu + 209Bi
65Cu + 238U







Alpha partice decay, proton decay?, beyond the drip line above lead

- Decay energies, half-lives, hindrance factors, spectroscopic factors
- Probing the nuclei at the limits of existence
- Link to masses
- Structure, spin and parities of decaying states,
- Deformation, prolate, oblate, spherical or octupole
- Spectroscopy with very low statistic (low cross sections)
- There where another methods are not viable any more

36Ar + 175Lu → 206Ac + 5n
~ 110 h, ~35 pnA, macro-pulsed beam
207Ac 20 nb
206Ac 5 nb



211Pa 20 pb K. Auranen et al., PRC 102, 034305 (2020)
208Th 22 pb J. A. Heredia et. al., EPJ 46, 337 (2010)
209Th 1 nb H. Ikezoe et. al., PRC 54, 2043(1996)
210Th 3 nb J. Uusitalo et. al., PRC 52, 113 (1995)
211Th 30 nb, -=-
205Ac 70 pb Z. Y. Zhang et. al., PRC 89, 014308 (2014)
206Ac 5nb K. Eskola et. al., PRC 57, 417 (1998)
207Ac 20 nb, -=-

200 pnA beam (~ 1012 pps), 30 % transmission, 0.5 mg/cm2 target
-> Yields
20 pb 1/day
1 nb 50/day



36Ar + 181Ta → 211Pa + 6n,  20 pb
Kalle Auranen, see talk today



Actinide region (transactinides): Alpha decay, fission, EC-delayed fission, K-isomers etc..

Accepted proposals:
224Pu (220U), O’ Donnell et. al.,
220Pu, K. Auranen et. al.,



34S + 209Bi → 240Es + 3n
~ 150 pnA, ~6 nb





CONCLUSIONS

- MARA has turned out to be a very versatile separator
- Asymmetric, symmetric, inverse kinematics used
- Mass range starting from A = 45 up to A = 213 has been covered
- MARA-LEB (2023 →)

- At RITU an upgrade process is ongoing
- GREAT DSSD → BB20 DSSD

- Pixel size: 1 mm2 → 0,45 mm2

- Total number of pixels: 4800 → 13824
- Detector size: 2 x 40 mm x 60 mm → 48 mm x 128 mm

- New MWPC, higher sensitivity
- K-130 cyclotron central region upgrade

- Factor of five increase in beam intensity
- RITU focal-plane sepctroscopy campaign starting 2022

THANK YOU!


